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But, back to the beginnings of what we know now as Simons Hall – when it was 
conceived as a badly-needed Science Hall.
Even one hundred years ago, donations from the alumni were financing construction 
projects on the campus.
2nd quote is from The Record, July 1910, p. 331.
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1910.Ground was broken May 8, 1910: http://cdm.csbsju.edu/u?/CSBArchNews,15043
Accident report: The Record Nov. 1910 p. 425
http://cdm.csbsju.edu/u?/CSBArchNews,14495
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http://cdm.csbsju.edu/u?/CSBArchNews,16073 The Record Dec. 1 1911 p. 474
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http://cdm.csbsju.edu/u?/CSBArchNews,18306 The Record July 1, 1915 p. 428 of the 
suppl.
NOTE that the Science Hall isn’t even in the picture!
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No date – from a scrapbook
You can understand why they moved the Old Gym to the west!
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1910s?




1st radio station - 1915
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Ca. 1910s-early 20s. Radio tower – “Colored by Fr. Alban Gertken” (1899-1923)
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“Chemistry Lab about 1918”
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“Science Hall – Lecture Hall on 3rd floor – East End of Bldg. About 1918”
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15
Nd – the Science building also came to house the Art Department; architectural 
drawing was also offered at St. John’s.
16
nd – Ceramics classroom; did Richard have classes here?
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The Record Sept. 28, 1989, p. 4
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